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The manufacturing industry is extensive and generally includes businesses

that take materials or components and transform them into products. To

guide practitioners, execute the steps needed to manufacture a product

detailed and precise work instructions are required.

Company ABC is now the umbrella for several organizations that are

providing manufacturing services for the Aerospace Industry. Under the new

document's integration of Company XYZ with Company ABC, there are

opportunities to reduce the paperwork needed. After both companies’

evaluations of specific documentation changes need to be executed.

Although this is a general effort; this Project or Event will be done

specifically for the business support unit for the manufacturing shop floor.

Currently there are either files for services that are no longer provided or

files that need to be taken out local tool because in certain cases keeping

them can produces duplicity.

With this Project we will create and execute a streamline plan in support to

the Quality Management System integration process to:

1. Identify files that: need to be obsoleted, moved to US locations, or need to

remain in PR document Management System

2. Create disposition plan (method, owners, timeline, etc.)

3. Execute disposition plan.
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Results and Discussion

The Project Scope was to create and execute a streamline plan in support to

the QMS Integration process. It was performed within the Department and

participants were new hires who are working through their respective CORE

Apprentice certifications. We identified eight practitioners to be part of the

Project, they followed the lead of Brenda Picart – current Project Manager

and Core Champion of the Team.

Before the 5S Event, 106 Documents were the total contained in the

Document Management System where the instructions for the tasks

performed by the Department are controlled. After the assignment, revision,

and confirmation of the Document owner of the disposition for them a total

of 20 documents were obsoleted. Hence 86 documents are active and up to

date in the Document Management System. Nineteen percent of the total

documents were reduced.

The Results are summarized in the following graphic:

Under the new Quality Management System (QMS) integration are

opportunities to standardize the Document Management System (DMS) for

the Operations Support Department. The documents in the Document

Management System shall be accurate, since most of them are utilized as

guidelines to execute tasks that support the shop floor. Currently there are

either files for services that are no longer provided or files that need to be

taken out local tool hence there are already maintain in the Headquarters

The reason is that some of them are obsolete, due to the service or task has

been discontinued or are duplicated in the systems.

Problem Statement

Methodology

Methodology to be used is 5S. 5S is a system for organizing. This

system focuses on putting everything where it belongs and keeping the

workplace clean, which makes it easier for people to do their jobs without

wasting time. The posts of 5S are simple.
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This section presents the analysis of results and discussion of the problem established. After putting the plan in action, using the 5S Methodology, the effort demonstrated that there were not duplicates and that the local tool

will hold most of the documents except for 20 obsolete documents. The retention of those implied a cost of using documents outdated or obsoleted could be a high risk for quality nonconformances. Additionally, there is cost

related to review on a determine time basis for auditing – which would have been hours of effort not needed and therefore a waste.

This schedule is the proposed plan with the most relevant milestones required to complete

the work, with their estimated due date or the time required to complete each activity.

Recommendations for Future:

While this was a Project for the specific Department- this is a task that can

be done for the Unit (which holds the Department) and we recommend

developing a strategy to apply it to the others-controlled documents, also to

determine a timeframe to revisit the documents in the tool and ensure the

ones contained in it are required to be in it. And in parallel to create a code

to have the same tool to send emails to review and act on the accuracy of the

documents and therefore the information contained in them.
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